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Project Objectives and Scope

❖ … to integrate GNSS (including European Galileo and EGNOS) and different

environmental perception sensors to provide situational awareness to the vessel

❖ … to implement Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to detect targets at long-

range and short-range, associate them, and perform ranging to them

❖ … to perform proof-of-concept validation campaigns on-board relevant vessel

platform

❖ Sensors within the scope: GNSS, visual cameras, microphones, LiDAR*. Vessel

data such as GNSS, RADAR*, weather information, and AIS.

❖ Out of scope: real-time operation, continuous operation, other sensors on-board

the vessel, automatizing other functions of the vessel



Project Consortium

❖ Project management

❖ Sensors – assembly and 

integration

❖ Testing and validation 

campaigns

❖ AI algorithms for fusion of 

data from all sensors

❖ Feature extraction and 

recognition

❖ Learning-data recording

❖ End-user requirements

❖ Test equipment requirements

❖ Data access from ship 

systems

❖ Assistance in the validation 

campaigns

❖ Tallink Megastar, Valmet, 

Wärtsilä (sub-contracts)

❖ Validation phase and 

access from ship-systems

*All MS MEGASTAR images courtesy of Tallink
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Operational Requirements - Positioning

Figure 12 – IMO Res A.915(22) – User requirements for general navigation

Figure 13 – IMO Res A.915(22) – User requirements for manoeuvring and traffic management

A. Khatun, et.al. “Preliminary Study on Utilizing GNSS-based Techniques
for Enhanced Height Estimation for Vessels in Finnish Waterways”,
Publications of the FTIA 18/2021.



Operational Requirements – Maritime 
Object Detection

Target
Recommended 

Detection Range
Detection Scheme

Ship of size >50m with Class-A AIS 8NM Long-Range

Ship of size 12-50m with Class-A AIS 5NM Long-Range

Boat of size <12m with Class-B AIS 5NM Long-Range

Boat of size <12m without AIS 2NM Long-Range

Fixed radar mark 8NM Long-Range

Ice buoy 3NM Long-Range

Port/marina buoy 1NM Short-Range

Kayak-size object 1NM Short-Range



Nominal Scenario Multipath, Fading Scenario Interference Scenario

❖ Novatel + RTK for precise positioning

❖ Topcon and u-blox receivers used for longer data analysis

❖ Recorded raw data was processed with software receivers

❖ FGI-GSRx (in-house) Matlab receiver (post-processing)

❖ GNSS-SDR C++ receiver (real-time like mode)

❖ RTK-Lib for EDAS operation

❖ ~10 cm accuracy with RTK, better than 3 m accuracy with multi-constellation

multi-frequency GNSS (including Galileo and EGNOS)

Positioning Receivers



Signal Multipath and Interference Simulations 

CQI plot for GPS L1 

satellites under 

multipath scenario

Carrier to noise 

ratio plot for the 

GPS L5 

Satellites under 

jamming 

scenario

Carrier to noise ratio plot for the GPS L1 

Satellites under jamming scenario



Visual Sensors



Overview on image processing

General diagram

Data labelling
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Example results
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Example results

Example of buoy (without AIS) detected at long-range



Example results

Example of buoy (without AIS) detected at long-range



Example results

Two buoys are detected by the camera at short-range. MS Finlandia is 

detected with Camera and AIS. The estimated bearing (-32.88⁰) from 

camera is very close to true bearing (-33.3⁰) from AIS. 



Example results

Example of simulating the effect of poor weather on object detection from 

camera. An artificial layer of fog is added to the original image.



Example results

Example of short-range detection and data association of 

MS Star 



Conclusions and recommendations on image processing

Data labelling:

❖ Requires extensive amount of human expert effort.

❖ Difficult to choose a reasonable subset from the entire data because most of 

the images contain no useful information (i.e., just ocean and sky). Hard to do 

this automatically.

❖ Need to set an annotation standard. Labelling might be subjective depending 

on the expert (e.g., if a ship appears too small in a big image should one label it 

or not?).

❖ Data is very imbalanced. In our current data, majority of the targets are sailing 

boats followed by cruise and buoy. Buoy data are very limited.

❖ Difficult to get valuable data in wintertime.

❖ Recommendation: data annotation should be delivered to profession teams 

(e.g., some data labelling companies).



Conclusions and recommendations on image processing

Camera calibration for bearing estimation:

❖ The unknown function y = f ( x ) is affine, where x is the horizontal pixel location in 

image, and y is the physical bearing of object.

❖ Simple linear regression, where data are from AIS, GNSS, and labelled images. 

Requires very few data. We got error less than 2 deg by using only six samples.

❖ Camera positions cannot change, otherwise it needs Recalibration.

❖ Range estimation is difficult due to high non-linearity near the horizontal line.

Image detector training:

❖ Compared with single shot detector (SSD) and you only look once (YOLO) detectors.

❖ SSD is much faster (maybe due to implementation), while YOLO is significantly better 

on detecting small targets.

❖ YOLO with 29 and 137 layers perform very similarly. Training is GPU-expensive, while 

prediction is not.

Detecting small objects:

❖ It is very important in maritime scenario, but it is also very non-trivial. The sub-cropping 

procedure we are using is a trade-off between performance and computational time.



Stereo Vision

https://www.fsi-embedded.jp/en/product/fsi/stereo-vision/

FLIR Bumblebee

https://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=16003

https://www.fsi-embedded.jp/en/product/fsi/stereo-vision/
https://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=16003


Stereo Vision: Strengths and Weaknesses

❖ Strengths:

❖ Only needs a pair of cameras, cheap, efficient, cameras are ubiquitous in robotics 

applications

❖ Weaknesses:

❖ Not as accurate as LiDARs or RADARs

❖ Distance estimation error grows quadratically with respect to distance

Stereo Vision: Examples

❖ Autonomous cars and drones

❖ Distances: short (< 200 m)

❖ Extreme example: planetary objects

❖ Danescu, Radu, et al. "Long baseline stereovision for automatic detection and ranging 

of moving objects in the night sky." Sensors 12.10 (2012): 12940-12963.

❖ Distances: about 1000 km

❖ Errors: dozens of kilometers (few % of distance)



Stereo Vision: Maritime AI-NAV

❖ Solving the distance is standard, if accurate calibration is available

❖ Calibration = intrinsics + extrinsics = projection parameters and relative pose

❖ Challenge: accurate calibration needs nonstandard methods

❖ Constrained bundle adjustment vs full bundle adjustment

Bundle Adjustment

❖ Joint optimization of camera parameters, pose, 3D-points

❖ Complicated, but possible

❖ Usually, special assumptions are made to simplify this



Calibration: Standard Methods

https://docs.opencv.org/master/dc/dbb/tutorial_py_calibration.html

https://docs.opencv.org/master/dc/dbb/tutorial_py_calibration.html


Calibration: Full Bundle Adjustment



Stereo vision: Results

❖ As expected, errors grow as distance grows

❖ Generally: results are decent to up to one kilometer, but they start to get worse 

quite rapidly after that

34

Target ship
Distance (km) 

(AIS+GNSS)

Distance (km) 

(stereo vision)

MS STAR 1.3018 1.06253

MS STAR 1.078 1.042

MS FINLANDIA 0.9877 1.0249

MS ROCAMAR 6.565 5.6214

Conclusions and Recommendations
❖ Stereo vision cannot compete with RADARs or AIS in open seas

❖ Potential to be useful in small waterways or other low distance scenarios (such as 

docking)

❖ Worth further research due to the usefulness of cameras in situational awareness



Microphones



Direction Estimation of a Wave 

❖ Source is assumed far away

❖ Source is periodic

❖ Incoming sound waves are recorded

stored and processed

Distant 

periodic 

source

Microphone 

array on 

Megastar



Microphone Set-up

❖ Equilateral arrangement of microphones

❖Side length = 0.5 m

❖ Audio sampled at 50 KHz

❖ Installed on top of bridge of MS Megastar 



Ferry Horn Events

❖ Horn sounds and AIS data from 

targets was captured

❖ Typical horn sound frequency: 

MS STAR  ~134 Hz

MS FINLANDIA ~170 Hz

Ferry event sound intensities fused 

with AIS GPS data, w.r.t. Megastar 

Ferry. Relative bearing with Megastar.



Direction Results

Absorber
Horn sound bearing estimations



Direction Results

❖ It takes 56 ms to process 1 s of microphone audio in Matlab®

❖ Best estimate of RMS error is 6.94 deg, while overall RMS error is 20.1 deg. 

‘Not detected’ is for respective threshold and wind noise levels.

Event Encounter Start Time Ship Error RMS deg Absorber

1 10-Dec-2020 09:17:53 UTC Star 11.04 Yes

2 10-Dec-2020 10:17:25 UTC Finlandia 6.94 Yes

3 10-Dec-2020 12:18:13 UTC Star 51.62 Yes

4 10-Dec-2020 13:17:26 UTC Finlandia 9.30 Yes

5 10-Dec-2020 15:20:00 UTC Star 16.50 No

6 10-Dec-2020 18:14:00 UTC Star Not Detected No

7 03-Dec-2020 09:19:00 UTC Star 23.30 No

8 03-Dec-2020 10:11:00 UTC Finlandia 37.33 No

9 03-Dec-2020 12:19:00 UTC Star Not Detected No



Sensor Fusion



Sensor fusion/data association

General diagram of data association

AIS and GNSS Cameras Radar Mircrophones
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Obj2, -1 deg
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...
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Obj, 17 deg
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Example results
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Example results



Example results

Example of data association with RADAR, AIS, GNSS, and 

camera 



Sensor fusion/data association

Example of short-range detection and association with RADAR, 

AIS, GNSS, microphones, and camera 



Example results (Effect of GNSS with impariments)

Comparison of ranging error when using GNSS without 

impairments and when using GNSS with jamming and multipath 

impairments



Sensor fusion/data association conclusions and recommendations

❖ AIS mostly dominates the long-range detection ( ≥ 9 km). Parsing AIS data is very fast 

and easy by using Pandas. Calculating distance and bearings between objects 

from longitude and latitude is handled by GeoPy package.

❖ If multiple targets have the same bearing, then they cannot be distinguished. To solve 

this problem, more information from sensors are needed, e.g. range to the target.

❖ Getting range from cameras and microphone prove to be non-trivial.

❖ Cameras are particularly good for short-range detection. Cameras have limitations 

towards detecting long-range targets because many maritime objects appear very 

small in camera images.

❖ In short-range detection, fast-moving targets are difficult to capture. Because it go 

blurry in the image, and it also requires high AIS data frequency.

❖ Hard to associate horn events due to the sound processing algorithm performance.



Feasibility Study of 
LiDAR-based Detection



Measurement set up

➢ Investigate the fundamental 

and theoretical applicability 

of the LiDAR towards 

maritime target detection

➢ Livox Tele-15 is utilized for 

this test. 

➢ The visibility of three different 

sizes of vessels and 

estimated detection with 

respect to the detection 

distance up to 1000 m

➢ Impact of the framerate for 

detecting a target

MS Megastar                                                  MS Star                                                    HSL ferry

Scanning area (FOV) 14.5° (Horizontal) × 16.2° (Vertical)

Laser wavelength 905 nm

Laser safety Class 1 (IEC 60825-1:2014) (Safe for eyes)

Range precision
< 2 cm (5 to 70 m), < 4 cm (70 to 120 m) @ 10% reflectivity

< 2 cm (5 to 220 m), < 4 cm (220 to 380 m) @ 80% reflectivity

Pulse rate 240 kHz

Beam divergence 0.02° (Horizontal) × 0.12° (Vertical)

Angular resolution < 0.03°

Range 320 m @ 10% reflectivity, 500 m @ 50% reflectivity

*All MS MEGASTAR and MS STAR images courtesy of Tallink, HSL Ferry image courtesy of HSL



 

At Hernesaari, Helsinki

At Kauppatori, Helsinki



0.1 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1 s 0.3 s

Results



          Points in the cloud: 68662             Points in the cloud: 52983             Points in the cloud: 32170            Points in the cloud: 19677                Points in the cloud: 13419               

   

         Points in the cloud: 8499                 Points in the cloud: 6034              Points in the cloud: 2841                 Points in the cloud: 746                 Points in the cloud: 668 

    

           Points in the cloud: 422                 Points in the cloud: 158                    Points in the cloud: 93                   Points in the cloud:45                      Points in the cloud:43              

 

 





➢ Tele-15 is quite capable of detecting 

different size of the targets close to 

1000m.

➢ The range of Tele-15 is relatively high, 

– the performance is limited by 

poor angular resolution and low 

pulse rate

– the point clouds become 

increasingly erratic at longer 

distances

– The reflectivity values become 

spatially randomized due to the 

noise in angular data that causes 

the size and target pattern to 

become heavily distorted

– At longer distance the pulse rate 

becomes low and enable to 

detect much reflection from the 

target.

Conclusions from LiDAR



Role of Vessel Data 
Interface



The signal setup consisted of two ship interfaces:

❖ NACOS

❖ Valmet IAS

Set-up



VODI Output

❖ A json-output was setup 
for sharing of vessel data. 
The same output was also 
used for storage and 
recording of the data from 
the vessel interfaces

❖ Node-RED was used for 
the setup of the VODI 
output and data storage



Selected findings from a maritime operational point of view

❖ Absolute localization of the vessel is possible with high-precision. Integrity, 

reliability, and continuous availability is the challenge in maritime (especially 

autonomous operations).

❖ Visual camera data seems to work well for reading the surroundings of the 

ship, even if the range is more limited than what a human can perceive (using 

binoculars). Directional zoom cameras could be an option.

❖ Eye-safe LIDAR is – due to limited range – only marginally useful on sea going 

ships and main use case would be as a parking sensor while berthing.

❖ Sound localisation presents an interesting aspect to ship systems. Existing 

elephant ear technology is rather low-tech and as such not very useful. 

Microphone placement is challenging, though.

❖ Access to a real ship, with real sensors is crucial to successful test campaigns 

and enables real-life realistic testing data



Maritime AI-Nav Project Team
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